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We gwe a lower bound for the degree of the minimal poIynomial of the 
Kronecker sum of two linear operators f aud g in terms of the degrees of the 
mioimal polynomials of f and g. Our result generalizes the known Cauchy- 
Let (G, + 1 be an ah&on group, Let A and B be two nonempty finite 
subsets o se of the addition theorems is to date IA + BJ to IAl 
1, where 1 1 denotes eardinality [5]. When G = Z,, the Cmcky- 
port theorem [‘I, 2,5] states that 
IA f BI a min( p,[Aj+ [BI- 1). 
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This result was proved by Cauchy in [I] rediscovered by Davenport in [2], 
and in [3] Davenport mentioned that the result was due to Cauchy. 
It was observed by Spigler [6] that when G is the additive group of a 
field, the addition theorems are spectrum equivalent to some statements 
relating the cardinality of the spectrum of two linear operators f and g with 
the cardinality of the spectrum of their Kronecker sum f@ I + I@ g (I 
denotes an adequate identity linear operator). In particular he obtains for C 
where o denotes spectrum. It is not difficult to show that equality holds in 
the above inequality iff o(f) and a(g) are consecutive terms of two 
arithmetic progressions of the same rate. 
The corresponding inequality for Z, can be deduced from the Cauchy- 
Davenport theorem [S], and the equality cases are characterized by Vosper’s 
theorem [S, Theorem 1.31. 
The main result of the paper is a lower bound for the degree of the 
minimal polynomial of the Kronecker sum of f and g in terms of the degrees 
of the minimal polynomial of f and g. This result generalizes the Cauchy- 
Davenport theorem. 
The degree of the minimal polynomial of f is a more precise parameter 
than lo(f>l- F or example, when we apply Spigler’s theorem to nilpotent 
operators with minimal polynomial X”, we find 
wever, the minimal pdynomial in this cast is l6 - ? On the othe 
ly oUr result to those opo 
Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over an arbitrary field F. If f 
is a linear operator on V, then we denote by Pj the minimal polynomial of f. 
Let p be the characteristic of F if the characteristic of F is different from 
zero, and p = + 00 if the characteristic of F is equal to zero. 
t V and W be finite dimensionul vector spaces over an 
t $ be a linear ~~a~~ on V, and let g be a linear 
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operator on W. Then 
de ~f@ICl@g amin(p,degPf+degP,-I). 
Proof. By Theorem 2 of [4, Chapter VII], if deg PI = k and deg Pg = r, 
then there exist vectors u E V and w E W such that 
0,fW,f2V ,...) fk-'0 
are linearly independent and 
w, gw, g2w,. . ., gr-‘w 
are also linearly independent. Then the fmlily 
es3 = (f ‘uog’w), O<i<k-1, O<j,<r-1, 
is a &ee family. FVe define the weight of f ‘u@gjw to be the nonnegative 
integer i + j, snd we say that a tensor 
-E( f’u@gjwlO<i<k-I;O<j<r-I) u 
has weight t if 
t = mti(weight f ‘u@gjwl x h as nonzero component on f ‘0Bgjw). 
CLAIM. If 0 < m < min(p, k + r - I), then (f@f -+ I@g)“v@w has 
ssight m . 
Proof. It is easy to conclude that 
(fer + z@g)mv@w = u If 7 %@grn’Qw. 
q=o 
(1) 
Ifqak,then m--g<r and 
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Therefore the summand of the right side of (1% 
has weight less than m. Similarly, if m - 9 >, r, then 9 < k and we have also 
that the weight of the above summand is less than m. The remaining 
summands of the right side of (1) are, up to multiplication by a nonzero 
scalar, elements of ~8 of weight m. The set of these remaining summands is 
uonempty (since m < k + r - 1, there exists a nonnegative integer 9 such 
thatqckandm-q<r),andthen(f@Z+ZBg)”o@whasdegreem. N 
Now, an elementary linear algebra argument allows us to conclude that 
((fez+ z~g)iuOw)*.i~mi*(p,r+k-l)-l 
is a free family. Thus 
COROLLARY (Cauchy-Davenport theorem). Let A QMZ B be two nonempty 
subset3 of z,. 2&W 
Now applying a matrix version of the theorem 
IA + BI = deg PMaI+IaM 2 min{p,deg Z& +deg PN - 1) 
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